49 INDIAN JETS DOWNGED
ADVANCE & SHATTER ENEMY, Invaders beaten back: some posts taken
YAHYA BIDS THE NATION

RAWALPINDI, Dec. 4: THE PAKISTAN AIR FORCE BAGGED YESTERDAY 49 INDIA AIRCRAFT IN THUNDER STRIKES ON 11 INDIA AIRBASES. MORE THAN 400 FLIGHTS WERE DISRUPTED. IN A PRESS CONFERENCE TODAY IT WAS ANNOUNCED THAT 30 INDIAN PLANES WERE DESTROYED, EIGHT DESTROYED BUT NOT YET CONFIRMED AND NINE DAMAGED. THREE MORE PLANES WERE DESTROYED BY THE PAKISTANI NAVY-ONE IN THE CHITTAGONG AREA AND TWO IN KARACHI.

Navy downs 2 planes over City

Word of God
0: 'Prophet! Expiate the sin of my community because they are a people in whose heart is a disease and whose ears are closed up.' verse 8:45,50

Indo-Pakistan war: UN Council to discuss situation

Defending of independence our basic aim

ADVICE TO PUBLIC: Capture pilots
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